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What can we do to help deliver 
buildings with low operational 
and embodied energy?



• Include life cycle costing, whole life carbon modelling and post 
occupancy evaluation as part of our basic scope of work, to reduce 
both embodied and operational resource use.

• Adopt more regenerative design principles in our studios, with the 
aim of designing architecture and urbanism that goes beyond the 
standard of net zero carbon in use.

• Collaborate with engineers, contractors and clients to further 
reduce construction waste.

• Accelerate the shift to low embodied carbon materials in all our 
work.

• Minimise wasteful use of resources in architecture and urban 
planning, both in quantum and in detail.

Architects & Engineers Declare a Climate & Biodiversity Emergency

We will seek to:
• Raise awareness of the climate and biodiversity emergencies and 

the urgent need for action amongst our clients and supply chains.
• Advocate for faster change in our industry towards regenerative 

design practices and a higher Governmental funding priority to 
support this.

• Establish climate and biodiversity mitigation principles as the key 
measure of our industry’s success: demonstrated through awards, 
prizes and listings.

• Share knowledge and research to that end on an open source
basis.

• Evaluate all new projects against the aspiration to contribute 
positively to mitigating climate breakdown, and encourage our 
clients to adopt this approach.

• Upgrade existing buildings for extended use as a more carbon 
efficient alternative to demolition and new build whenever there is a 
viable choice.
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What does that mean for us?
How can we make a difference?



What does net-zero look like?



How do we define net-zero?

Source: UK Green Building Council, April 2019



Operational energy



Zero carbon balance

Net Zero Operational Carbon
Ten key requirements for new buildings

By 2030 all new buildings must operate at net zero to meet our climate change targets. This means that by 2025 all new 

buildings will need to be designed to meet these targets. This page sets out the approach to operational carbon that 

will be necessary to deliver zero carbon buildings. For more information about any of these requirements and how to 

meet them, please refer to the: UKGBC - Net Zero Carbon Buildings Framework; BBP - Design for Performance initiative; 

RIBA - 2030 Climate Challenge; GHA - Net Zero Housing Project Map; CIBSE - Climate Action Plan; and, LETI - Climate 

Emergency Design Guide.
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Note 4 – Adaptation to climate change  
Net zero carbon buildings should also be adapted to climate 

change. It is essential that the risk of overheating is managed 

and that cooling is minimised. 

1RWH���²�&RPPHUFLDO�RIÀFHV
With a typical net to gross ratio, 70 kWh/m2 NLA/yr is equivalent 

to 55 kWh/m2 GIA/yr. Building owners and developers are 

recommended to target a base building rating of 6 stars using 

the BBP’s Design for Performance process based on NABERS.

Note 1 – Energy use intensity (EUI) targets
The above targets include all energy uses in the 

building (regulated and unregulated) as measured at 

the meter and exclude on-site generation. They have 

been derived from: predicted energy use modelling 

for best practice; a review of the best performing 

buildings in the UK; and a preliminary assessment of 

the renewable energy supply for UK buildings. They 

are likely to be revised as more knowledge is available 

LQ�WKHVH�WKUHH�ÀHOGV��$V�KHDWLQJ�DQG�KRW�ZDWHU�LV�QRW�
generated by fossil fuels, this assumes an all electric 

building until other zero carbon fuels exist, (kWh targets 

are the same as kWh
elec-eq

). Once other zero carbon 

heating fuels are available this metric will be adapted.

Note 3 – Whole life carbon 

It is recognised that operational emissions represent only one 

aspect of net zero carbon in new buildings. Reducing whole 

life carbon is crucial and will be covered in separate guidance.

Low energy use
1

2

Total Energy Use Intensity (EUI) - Energy use 

measured at the meter should be equal to or 

less than:

• 35 kWh/m2/yr (GIA) for residential1

For non-domestic buildings a minimum            

DEC B (40) rating should be achieved and/or 

an EUI equal or less than:

• 65 kWh/m2/yr (GIA) for schools1

• 70 kWh/m2/yr (NLA) or 55 kWh/m2/yr (GIA) 

IRU�FRPPHUFLDO�RIÀFHV1,2

Building fabric is very important therefore 

space heating demand should be less than  

15 kWh/m2/yr for all building types.

3 Annual energy use and renewable energy 

generation on-site must be reported and 

LQGHSHQGHQWO\�YHULÀHG�LQ�XVH�HDFK�\HDU�
IRU�WKH�ÀUVW���\HDUV��7KLV�FDQ�EH�GRQH�RQ�
an aggregated and anonymised basis for 

residential buildings.

0HDVXUHPHQW�DQG�YHULÀFDWLRQ
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Reducing construction impacts
Embodied carbon should be assessed, 

UHGXFHG�DQG�YHULÀHG�SRVW�FRQVWUXFWLRQ�3

Low carbon energy supply
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Heating and hot water should not be 
generated using fossil fuels. 

The average annual carbon content of 

the heat supplied (gCO
2
/kWh) should 

be reported.

On-site renewable electricity should be 

maximised. 

Energy demand response and storage 

measures should be incorporated 

and the building annual peak energy 

demand should be reported.

A carbon balance calculation (on an 

annual basis) should be undertaken 

and it should be demonstrated that the 

building achieves a net zero carbon 

balance.       

Any energy use not met by on-site 

renewables should be met by an 

investment into additional renewable 

energy capacity off-site OR a minimum 

15 year renewable energy power 

purchase agreement (PPA). A green 

tariff is not robust enough and does not 

provide ‘additional’ renewables.

LETI guide

From 2025:
• Reduce demand
• No fossil fuels
• Measure performance
• Electricity via renewable 

sources
• No offsetting
• Assess embodied

www.leti.london/one-pager



How to translate whole-building energy use into facade spec?

London office, example We rely on MEP engineer to define requirements:
• U-value wall
• U-value glazing
• Thermal bridging factors
• Air-permeability
• Glazing g-value, LT
• Ventilation rates

But they are not facade experts!
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Thermal performance is not properly calculated

Facade design criteria can be unrepresentative
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Thermal performance is not properly calculated

SAP isn’t designed for complex buildings

Whole-building software can’t model complex facades

Compliance software is open to ‘gaming’ or laziness

Facade design criteria can be unrepresentative
Extract from NCM Modelling Guide for Part L compliance:



What can we as facade engineers do about this?

Initial assumed performance EOC calculated performance



Shoebox modelling

Ladybug

Honeybee



Shoebox modelling



Adiabatic

Insulated spandrel and framing 

Triple glazing

Opaque shading

7m

10m

4m

Variable

Boundary Conditions & Materials

External shading energy model geometry, boundary condition and material assumptions



Sensitivity studies

Most exposed bay location (Level 11)

Least exposed bay location (Level 01)

External shading energy model geometry, boundary condition and material assumptions
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Interoperability

Glazing     DGU Low-e
Spandrel   U=0.175 W/m2K 
AdiabaticResearch methodology:

Identify all suitable methods of modelling complex shading 
devices in energy simulations
Use a shoebox model and reference shading device to 
compare the results of energy simulations using each method



Embodied energy



Historically overlooked as focus was on operational carbon 

Source: RICS, Whole Life Carbon Assessment 
for the Built Environment, 2017
© Sturgis Carbon Profiling



Comparison with operational carbon

Example: 5 Broadgate, UBS headquarters by British Land
Source: British Land, 5 Broadgate assessment, 
2006Example: 5 Broadgate, UBS headquarters by British Land

Over 100-year life, EC = 30% of total carbon

If 50-year life and account for decarbonised grid, EC > 50% of total



LETI guidance



Benchmarking and optimisation

Embodied carbon in facades EOC facade embodied carbon calculator (cradle-to-gate)

Hand-laid brick

Brick-faced 
precast

Brick slip 
rain screen



Assessment of facade options



Material option 1

Material option 2

Assessment of facade options



Assessment of facade options
Material option 1

Material option 2



Options for aluminium sourcing, for example

Reduction strategies

kg CO2 / m2 GIA



Whole-life EC comparison
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GRC rain 
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Terracotta 
rain screen

Brickwork



Educate ourselves – familiarity with metrics

Research alternative products, materials

Look for easy wins

Introduce options to clients

Identify where big moves needed

Understand trade-offs between OC & EC

Our approach to EC



Need to share – create bigger dataset

Where is improvement needed



Need to share – create bigger dataset

Need to look beyond A1-A3 ‘cradle to gate’

Where is improvement needed



Need to share – create bigger dataset

Need to look beyond A1-A3 ‘cradle to gate’

EPDs need to be more granular

Where is improvement needed



We know what the problems are

We have the tools

We can’t wait for others to show us the way

Need to make sure we’re heard

Window of opportunity to shape future regulations

Opportunity is there for us to lead

Wilkinson Eyre, EOC, Gartner, Level. MRG



Thank you

www.eocengineers.com


